Sandakphu 112k race
Adithya Raghavan with thewindchasers
Day 1 - 27th Apr 2014
‘I just wanted all of us to live together and you keep flitting away!’, she cried, 2 infants in her
hand. The very thought of going oﬀ for 5 days was hard to bear. Everything at work also suddenly
seemed so dependent. I’d trained climbing the rocky 800
feet tall hillock housing a local deity ‘Chendraaya Perumal
Temple’ in Salem in hot weathers that averaged 38-40 C,
rocks burning, heat waves blowing. Compared to this,
Himalayan cold weather was going to be a stark contrast. I
was fearfully tempted to go for this expedition that I had
committed to.
As the doors were thrown open and the queues walked out,
I finally landed in fresh air after 6 hours on the plane in
Bagdogra - eager, excited and feeling triumphant to have made it here. The flight was a half hour
early, landed 1500 hours. I was met by Ram - the organizer at Windchasers, his hand clasping a
candy bar that he smilingly oﬀered to me at first sight. He swiftly walked me to the parking lot. I
met Pemba Sherpa, the course director and boarded the Tata Sumo. He handed me another
sandwich and some apples knowing my flight might not have oﬀered much at all. I felt warm and
considered. I was going to be the last of our pack that was being transported to Mirik from
where we were going to be transported to the race start point – 3 hours away - Manebhanjang –
the next day.

!
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5.30 pm
Back in Mirik, at the lodge where the volunteers and the rest of the runners had arrived, I was quickly
put through with the doctor of the event – Dr. Anudath accompanied by Adil, Dr. Anudath’s son.A
neurosurgeon by practice, he examined us for fitness to handle the upcoming race.It was a picturesque
lodge by the lake side and the weather was cool. It began to grow dark by 5.30. I met with
the race videographer Emma, Race director - Priya, volunteers Kala,
Meena and Shyam over the tea table.
The rest of the moony evening was spent
in race briefing. Pemba Sherpa, a historian
by background, Masters in History and a
creature of it, reasoned the origin of names
and significance of the geography in the
places we were going to run. Race director
Priya inspired and instilled confidence with
her ecstatic experience of doing this race
previously teasing us with the thrill and
beauty that awaited us. The great Dr. Anudath
– tipping foreigners to remember ‘I knew that’
for his name, gave his summary of body
reactions in the altitudes putting us in a
thorough state of preparedness on our health and safety. Ram was brief and indiﬀerent, giving
practical insights for the runner spirits before distributing our goody bag of race T’s and bibs.
It was a well furnished room next to a spacious refreshment hall, shared with David Sosnow. I later
learnt how great he was at what he does - photographs! Our room overlooked the side of the rest of
the lodge, carpeted in rich red and cozy wooden furnishing with an attached bath. After a quick
dinner I retired early closing my door to the continuing chatter in the refreshment room.

Photo courtesy David Sosnow!
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5.00 am
Breakfast was of variety with fresh apples, a delicious pot of steaming Oats, milk and cereals,
boiling pots of tea and coﬀee, bread, butter and jam, bananas awaited us in the morning. I picked
up a bowl full of sweet milk boiled oats. Dr Anudath admitted his job was indeed splitting skulls
and operating on brains and he’d been at it for a good long 11 years. He seemed to
have mastered the best of the West in Medicine and also
sounded the best in the East, choosing
to be here with us for the five
elements of nature which was
indeed in its fullest in the
Himalayas.
By afternoon – Tumling
1.00 PM
Day 1 was very hard, only uphill and
most of the time, and demanded that
one had his uphill muscles in his
thighs readied up in-order to finish it
without much fuss. Vishal, running
gladiatorial was always ahead of me. I corrected my posture to be erect on the incline looking at
him and it seemed to help. I finished 3rd in our pack of 13 on the 1st day, and 1 participant had
given up.
Cramps in the last 5k had slowed me down an irritable lot. Unconsciously, even though it was
cold, water in my body seemed to get used up fast; I realized extra doses of salts and continuous
hydration. A pack of mints saved me until the last k and I triumphantly crossed the finish line –
22 grueling mostly incline kilometers. I was received by Priya, David, Emma and Meena at the
finish line. I felt elated to reach finish line on day 1. Moments later, the heavy downpour started.
I felt lucky to finish day 1 before the cold sodden downpour had started. God was kind.
Photo - Courtesy David Sosnow!
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Chosen ones
The volunteers and Sherpa crew made it in these Ghat roads of pits and pot holes on the 1940
Land Rover Defenders - its aluminum Body dangling on strong articulating axles, jolting through
clumsily made cobblestones where all other Indian made probably recycled steel of M&M &
TATA axles gave up leaving lives in the hands of a thoroughly trained driver
who did brilliant crawl control. I’d thought of recharging my phones
in the connectivity sockets of these LR’s that were known for their
electrical sophistry, but soon realized these museum Himalayan LR’s
had little but an ignition hole, and nothing of the likes of a body
controller, restraints, stability or terrain response systems – nothing.
However, where other SUV options had failed, these light weight rust
proof soft topped ones were cleverly packaged with domestic Mahindra engines, oﬀering a
reliable transport over the single lane Ghat roads that were made of cobbled stoneslooking like a
mouth with its molars missing. The Windchaser Sherpa crew drivers were probably the Worlds
most talented with demonstrated skill in manually compensating for any new technology and
calmly maneuvered these vehicles uphill and downhill, carefree. But for this crew, all this made
Sandakphu - 3686 meters OSL seemed to be an inaccessible place. I’d have refused to go through
many inconveniences before I could get there, had it not been for the WC racing organization.
That made us all who reached here on foot through the mountains feel like we were the chosen
ones! I wondered if Buddha might’ve walked in these trails or Jesus said to have had his
footprints here. I wondered if I casually sighted any of those saints who inhabited sacred
Himalayas in thousands, said to live in Nirvana, elevated souls of some sort. I felt as though
something got fulfilled, and quiet while running. Maybe it was because I visited such a place of
power traversed by them - so close to the sky and above, where we could set foot upon in a
transformational consciousness. The mood was uplifting and the feeling seemed to be
empowered by gorgeous providential mountainous presence oﬀering moments to keep awake
during a long run. The nights here were gracious and grand with star light in cosmic volumes,
such abundance of stars to a naked eye, all which shone like diamonds sparkling at night, in this
peak - Tumling in the Himalayas.
Photo courtesy - David Sosnow!
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Briefing for Day 2 –
850 meters will be gained in reaching Sandakphu from Tumling, Pemba Sherpa said.‘Inclines and
declines will play hide and seek with you’. Last part of day 2 was warned to be quite steep.
‘Somehow I can only remember the uphills and never the downhill’, quipped one runner. We
were to go through Singalila Nationalpark where Red Pandas inhabited, and this was
closed during Spring to allow for them to breed. Pemba Sherpa
predicted weather like a prophet. He said, day 2
was no easy task. He wished us luck and assured, ‘5
AM tomorrow, I will be praying to the weather
God and expect a clear day 2’ (which I realized it
was, when Day 2 came!)
At 3686 meters, the tip was to keep hydrated with
electrolytes and water at all times even if one didn’t
feel thirsty. ‘Take long strides downhill and if you see
dark clouds approaching, run’, Priya said. ‘Watch out
for slippery spots downhill as it’d rained and usually
moist in the mountains.’
Day 2 - Tumling to Sandakphu Ascent
4.30 AM
The voice of a Sherpa calling us to sight Mr. Everest in the clear morning shrilled against the
noise of the pigeons. The previous day’s run and activity had kept my body and mind in excited
levels, I hadn’t got a great sleep. ‘Unknown fears had taken various forms in the night, as I tried
to stay conscious to shrug from brooding away and lay in bed insisting - all is going to be great! 26
k on that day, and I slipped into my running clothes - all of which seemed to be fearfully cold and
damp. Tumling had little resources of its own and everything had to be brought from the plains.
There was no heat in our rooms to dry anything up.

Photographs courtesy David Sosnow!
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As I stepped out, I was taken by optimism, surprise and
scenery of Mt Everest that instilled confidence and
faith - What a beautiful morning it was - the golden rays
of the sun that shone early at half past 4 oﬀering clear
views of Mt. Everest. I eased my body, leaning against
the India Nepal border post. It was absorbedly
beautiful, as though miracles were happening secretly
everywhere, as though this was another world. It was!
And this eﬀort of getting runners finish, the selfless
service of support to get the last one cross the finish
line by Ram - didn’t correspond to this event being
treated or conducted as a business concern or a
commercially backed instinct. It was rather, an appeal
to transform and grow out of place, out of time by
making an opportunity for oneself to participate in an
experience that had to do with the Himalayan
mountains. It was a call to strive and bring oneself
together with a spirit of emulation bonded with
intimate caring. Fulfill some gratification by making us
see a beauty that needed seeing. The
Himalayas!

Day 3 - Sandakphu
- Phalut and back 42 k
4.30 AM
I turned of the alarm
before it could go. I
was up early. I was glad to imagine, my wife and
children would’ve been fast asleep, nestled in their
warm beds in Siruvani foothills, Coimbatore. My gloves,
rain pants, thermals, shoes were damp. It was colder
wearing them. Dr. Anudath gave cotton swabs for my
ear passages. My preparation for this weather wasn’t so
great.

Photographs courtesy David Sosnow!
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4.45 AM
The Sherpa crew gave us a wakeup call to come
catch a glimpse of Mt. Kanchenjunga’s glory at
sunrise and witness real-time its golden splendour.
It was magnificent, perfect, a reality at that
moment that I’d never
experienced before –
energy giving, silent,
positive, glorious and
mystic a body of
reality, standing from
time immemorial. The
Kanchenjunga mountain
ranges, its shape from
where I stood in Sandakphu was comparable to
the body of a sleeping Buddha giving one a
palpable revelation of its living otherness.
I usually get spent beyond 35k, ungainly in the last
leg of the full giving into aches and the cynicism
from the bottom of my soul that starts erupting
with bitterness of left over eﬀort needing finish. I
get delayed and cranky. This time however, Mike
Yip, the newly graduated Resident doctor from US
- Michael Francis Yip optimist for a running
partner – saved my faltering day in the challenge.
Mike quipped ‘I know many parts now aching that
he didn’t know what the anatomical name was.’ I
told him that he now sounded dangerous for a
doctor and had to revisit his ‘Anatomy’ lessons. An
occasional LR full of natives scaring birds away
with loud music that broke into the enchanted
quiet, a yak on a prominent cliﬀ, horses, lightning
struck mossy dead trees pointing sharp at the sky,
variety of bright chrysanthemums, pond atop
undulating glacial landforms, lush green lower
slopes were common sight, day 3.
We chatted on a great number of topics from
family to food, laughed about conventional
common places in sharing Asian parents and so on.
I cheated myself out of the pain. We soon ran into
the finish line together .

Photo courtesy - David Sosnow!
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God is outstandingly kind. Phalut got snowed in minutes after I
finished. Moments later, the hail storm caught up with Sandakphu.
We scurried in to find the brown outside soon whitened and filled
with ice.
Day 4 Briefing
We were going to descend from 3686 meters down to 2077 meters Rimbik and this route was obviously going to
be very steep declines.

Day 4
Final day– Sandakphu to Rimbik Descent
5.06 am
Glorious morning!
I couldn’t believe I was in Day 4. The race start was late morning 10
am delayed for ice to melt. My thermals were wet but I was
optimistic. Most parts of the advanced downhill passing through
bamboo forests, green grass clearings. It was beautiful sunny weather
running along side mountain rivulets and water trickling down in
streams. My heart leapt to see a 5 foot long, golden mountain snake a
stone throws away, quickly crossing my path. I crossed the much
desired finish line. Deep inside, I dreaded that it was actually over.

Photo Courtesy - David Sosnow!
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Evening briefing and medal award celebration
Participants were awarded certificates and medals.
A bon fire was built. The mood was ecstatic. I was
kept alive by millet and malt beer. We were
allowed alcohol on the last day as a token of
celebration, a strange ban lifted
and my desire fulfilled. All of
us on the brink of departure,
the whole crew was
summoned. We knew they had
put their heart and soul in
supporting us through rains and hail storms, stood
the cold winds in still while we had the luxury of
movement - running that keep us warm. The crew
endured hardships staying put in cold. Many crew
members skipped food in remote areas, just to lead
us in the right direction. Many had worked hard
and got out of their comfort for us to triumph
through their post. Uttam and Pemba - two
sherpas who’d brought in a whole set of other 25+
crew members acknowledged each other. For them
it was a feat of a business, very well handled. I get
threatened to think of getting lost in pursuit of
reaching a finish line. Every time my eye looked
for direction, there was marking; the crew had
done 3 iterations of it so nothing faded away or got
hidden – the last iteration that began 2 a.m prior
to race start on the race day. The crew did 4
sleepless nights without wincing or flinching,
braving the cold, watching over us in great dark
and all day. Meticulous in planning and executed
well as a team, Pemba’s voice resonated happiness
finishing another race safe, oﬀering an exquisite
adventure to the satisfaction of all.

Photo courtesy - David Sosnow!
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Thank you note!
Oh what a crew what an organization, this
Windchasers team. The whole race was so well
thought of. Unlikely of a race being conducted in a
city or in civilization of ordinariness where
supplies were only a matter abundance, up
here in the altitudes,
facilitating everything
did require precise
planning and control.
To this end, the whole
Windchaser race
organization was an
artistic dance done to
perfection. To know that this was all caught on
camera by David and Emma was re-assuring. One
had a chance to specially reproduce the whole
experience and connect back again with good
memories from the Himalayas. My gratitude goes
to all of the WC organizing team – who were
caring, giving, intelligent out of experience and
down to earth, race director Priya, Course director
Pemba and his crew, Organizer/Race Director Ram
Sethu and masterpieces of humanity – Meena who
never let us go dull for a moment with her rich
voice singing her lungs out and absorbing us in her
with her songs, Kala & Shyam always awake in
watch to ensure everything ran.Representing a
runner very essentially, Ram had perceived
everything and more that a runner would need and
oﬀered relentless accompaniment during the
entire course of the race. Thank you.
Beyond all, thanks to family that mustered courage
to let go of me from the family rhythm of life, to
fulfill this blissful dream of a run which for them
was reckless . I had felt so cut oﬀ with them
during the 5 days in the race without much mobile
connectivity. I ran my way back the moment I
reached town. It is always truly lovely - hugs of joy
during a re-union. I was so glad to be alive, to have
endured, survived and returned unhurt, feeling
changed with a replenished life that now looked
very possible.
I dedicate this write up to my dad and mum.
Photo courtesy - David Sosnow!
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